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text message marketing

SMS
Maximum quality routed text 
messages anywhere in the 
world.

notification OTP

marketing

RCS
Next generation mobile 
messaging for enriched 
conversational messages.

voice synthesis notification

TTS
A synthesised audio message 
for critical messages and 
visually impaired people.

WhatsApp Business
The power and potential of 
WhatsApp messaging for 
Customer Service.

landing page

email
The emailing tool to create, 

manage and send mobile 
and desktop emails.

notification

notification notification marketing

OTP

multimedia multimediaconversation conversation

text & image



software solutions 
& plug-ins
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SaaS platform
The intuitive, self-service web 
interface for creating and 
managing campaigns, contacts 
or for viewing statistics.

SMTP (mail2sms)
The flexible solution for 
sending SMS based on either 
the formatting of an email or  
a file transmitted by email.

google agenda
Automated reminders of 
appointments, reservations 
or events by SMS, linked to 
Google Calendar.

SFTP
The secure deposit via SFTP 
of batch files for processing 
the sending of SMS in bulk  
or in batches.

SMPP
The interconnection protocol 
adapted to the management 
of large volumes of MT SMS 
and MO SMS. 

zapier
The connection of our solution with 
more than 3,000 e-commerce 

solutions, CRM, ERP, web 
applications, etc.

SMS

SaaS platformSMS notification reminderSMS connector automationSMS

SMS email connectortransfer batch files SMPPv3.4 SMS
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SDA (NVMO)
The rental of a long (10-digit) 
virtual mobile number, local and 
not subject to premium rates.

chatbot
A conversational bot plugged 
into WhatsApp to answer 
questions 24/7/365.

verified SMS
Official certification of SMS 
transmissions to combat 
phishing.

mobile masking
Random, single-use long 
numbers for anonymised 
communications.

HLR lookup
Validation of the mobile numbers 
in your database to optimise the 
deliverability of your campaigns.

cleaning of invalid numbers

quality of the database

receiving SMS conversation

SMS number collection verification badge 

security anti-fraud

SMS

conversational robot 
customer support 
WhatsApp

confidentiality
voice call SMS
anonymisation
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Adobe Campaign
The SMS connector integrated 
into Adobe Campaign for 
sending transactional and 
mass advertising messages.

Marketo
Mobile messaging campaigns 
to interact with contacts 
throughout their purchasing 
journey.

Selligent
The smsmode© plugin 
certified for Selligent 
Campaign and Selligent 
Marketing Cloud solutions.

Microsoft Dynamics
Sending and receiving SMS 
messages directly from the 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 
interface.

Salesforce
The extension to set up 
automated workflows from 
within Process Builder or 
send mass SMS campaigns.

Oracle Eloqua
The orchestration from Eloqua 
of dynamic, customisable SMS 

campaigns adapted to B2B 
and B2C marketing.

SMS marketing notification

SMS marketing notification SMS marketing notification SMS marketing notification

SMS marketing notification SMS marketing notification
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SDK snippets 

API SMS
Sending SMS MT and receiving SMS MO to 
France and abroad with SDKs provided in PHP, 
Java, cURL, .NET, JSON, C#, etc.

API RCS
The simple, documented API for implementing 
the sending and receiving of rich, interactive 
messages using the Rich Communication 
Services (RCS) protocol.

API WhatsApp
API requests allow for the deployment of 
client conversations on WhatsApp messaging 
and include the rich, interactive sending and 
receiving of messaging. 

SMS

WhatsApp

RCS SDK snippets 

SDK snippets 


